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Abstract: This article presents some of the features of Latin America and Central and 

Eastern Europe concerning their interest groups, their role in society and what changes 

have taken place during authoritarian years and the democratisation period after the end 

of the Cold War. In both regions, authoritarianism was present throughout most of the 

20
th

 century, but it was put into force in different contexts and based itself on different 

ideas. Whereas Latin America constantly tried to uphold old notions of social 

organisation and what groups should remain in power, Central and Eastern Europe had 

to introduce their peoples to new trends in the eve of socialist revolutions. After 

democratisation began, conflicts of interests and interest groups were now part of larger 

internationalised political relations and Latin America and Central and Eastern Europe 

are now to follow different paths due to different possibilities of group and institutional 

demands. 
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Conflicts of interests in post-authoritarian regimes: differences and similarities 

between Central and Eastern Europe and Latin America 

Flávio Augusto Lira Nascimento 

 

Authoritarian regimes have taken up much of the political era in many polities 

throughout the contemporary world. Whereas they might resemble abnormality to the 

eyes of Western citizens, mostly used to American-like representation, such trends have 

born ongoing fruits and have indeed been a part of nation-building in many states. 

However, the crystallising of political behaviour has also solidified many privileges that 

have remained notwithstanding the many processes of political transformations which 

have taken place in regions such as Latin America (LA) and Central and Eastern Europe 

(CEE). 

 The selection of the above-mentioned regions can be explained by some 

similarities they have shared during most of the 20
th

 century. In order to have their 

current outcomes pitted against each other, their main differences will also be explored 

as to the evolution of interest groups (IGs) and their relation to governments during the 

Cold War, as well as their present condition. Nevertheless, before comparing both 

scenarios, it is important to define what authoritarianism is and how we can perceive 

IGs stemming from its dynamics. 

 

Authoritarian regimes and their roles in IG and COI dynamics 

 

In an authoritarian regime, authority is seen as a central feature of political 

organisation; namely governments have their powers increased while general 

participation is lessened. As a result, consensus becomes less important for political 

decisions to be made and the command is concentrated on the hands of one individual 

or of a political body (Stoppino, 1986). In this context, political opposition becomes 

rarer as dialogue is not only seen, from the point of view of the central power, as 

irrelevant for the political spectrum, but is also categorised as an impediment to the 

functioning of the administrative machine, rooted as it is in the notion of ideology 

preservation. Within such functionality-oriented speech, a hierarchical order takes place 

as people are seen as unequal and purportedly unable to decide upon the best path for 

the realm in which they live. The social ladder thus created must be constantly upheld 

by coercive means, which range from subtle to overtly suppressive; order is seen as 

society’s utmost goal, as well as the means to achieve the greater good. Therefore, it 

might be stated that order represents both the arrow and the bull’s eye of 

authoritarianism. 

Authoritarianism can be expressed in a variety of ways, being more common, in the 

contemporary world, as a single-party or a multiparty system. Whereas the former tends 

to be more appealing to exemplify power concentration and the decreased political 

participation of antagonistic groups, multiparty systems can be staged to work as a 

make-believe pluralism. This is particularly important for regime survival where official 

ideologies have not been greatly spread throughout society. 



The polity’s shape will determine and be determined by IGs and their relationship 

with society. Within authoritarian regimes, it is mostly noted that the conflict of 

interest (COI) is subdued and, although it always plays an essential role as to both the 

changes and continuity of the political order, it is not open. As mentioned above, in 

these systems, effective dialogue – which can be endorsing or disapproving – is held 

back and is not assessed by the overall national community. COI is thus limited to its 

actual political application, since other IGs are either continuously oppressed or are not 

strong enough to emerge. When regimes change, however, so do IGs’ reach, since new 

actors may have enough representation to defy the previous political order and its old 

settings. 

When the notion of order permeates the very instrumentality of politics, much effort 

is undertaken to keep it so. This means that exclusiveness will follow – only one type of 

order is acceptable by the centre: the official one. At times, it stems from an official 

ideological plan which delineates a critical period during which authoritarian action 

should be adopted (such as a moment of purported internal turbulence, which can be 

socially disruptive; e.g. the need to fight communist trends or rightist forces). Taken as 

a starting point, this becomes a far-reaching end and is usually put aside as the regime 

starts feeding itself and dealing with old and new challenges of everyday administration.  

When a given group has the power in such situation, its behaviour will represent the 

values by which the social group in which it is inserted abides. Therefore, the group or 

individual who holds the central power will not only reproduce the values of the 

surrounding elite (of which they are a part) but will also reproduce the social order 

preferred by that group. This will invariably draw those who support status quo 

maintenance closer to the centre of power, fostering, in turn, their influence upon them. 

IGs will be formed or strengthened as an answer to this order (whether in favour or 

against it). Within authoritarian governments, representation is not socially accurate and 

members of the parliament or tolerated parties are selected from above. Where popular 

mobilisation is not strong, government’s room for manoeuvre is not well defined and 

certain, which tends to happen in multiparty regimes. In single-party ones, power is 

seen as more concentrated and any opposition attempt is perceived as directed against 

the very structure of the state. 

 

Authoritarianism in Latin America (LA) 

 

The age of Cold War had a previous launch in LA as World War II aftershocks 

unfolded. Many countries in the region would align with the United States, on the one 

hand, in an effort to show their accordance with the American view of territorial 

alliances and, on the other hand, as a result of successful intergovernmental and mass 

propaganda in order to co-opt public support. With the building of a continental 

“American-ness” –  the feeling of belonging to the same continent, particularly opposed 

to European links – LA groups that upheld this view were given much more incentives. 

After the Axis defeat, small periods of democratic governments took place, but politics 

converged to state-centrism and constant military claims to power sharing. As of the 

mid-1970’s, a big part of Latin America was under the rule of a dictatorship. 



The fight against the spread of communist ideas was the main inter-American link 

that held authoritarian regimes together. The infamous Operation Condor in the 

Southern Cone (the region comprising Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay) 

demonstrated how potential rivals were bound to cooperate for internal status quo 

maintenance. Within each country, economic and political elites reproduced the values 

of nationalism as inherently linked to religious and cultural ones (Snyder, 2003). As it 

commonly happens in the region, authoritarian regimes tended to build strong cohesive 

myths, partially based on a country’s historical origin, in order to forge and enhance 

national identity. This happened during the time of Independence wars in the 19
th

 

century, the pre-Cold War dictatorships in the 20
th

 century and the Cold War ones. In 

the latter era, however, the now comprehensive media played an intensive role as to 

publicise such values and reproduce the “best” social ideals. 

Nevertheless, the lack of an enduring centripetal ideology throughout most of the 

subcontinent led those same regimes to rely on “outsourced” cohesion, not linked to a 

set of political and governmental ideas and, as a result, low party affiliation
1
. This 

explains the high emotional value placed on activities such as football and their 

resulting connection to national pride. Although sports, especially when it came to 

international competitions, were a matter of inflated superiority for all those countries 

who presented their nationals as “natural” winners, there was no serious attempt to link 

them with a given ideology, which usually happened in the Eastern Bloc. In LA, such 

feats would put together winning teams and a united people (the vector causality of 

“Which caused which?” being commonly overlooked). Here, we find three of the four 

most important Latin American IGs acting together: the military, the political class and 

the media. 

Their goals would often overlap and each IG worked in its own way to keep its 

influence in society and, therefore, enjoy the fruits born from joint action. Somehow, 

the strength of the military power in politics was not abnormal, since Independence 

itself had been the result of fierce participation and deliberation also from the arms, and, 

since then, they have always been an important constitutive body of nation building. In 

a bipolar world, though, external assistance, especially from the U.S., would strengthen 

their internal power. Politicians, forging an imaginary link between society’s claims and 

actual policymaking, would assist repression and small mobilisation by closely 

representing the political elite and their needs for state protection of the economic 

viability of their transactions. The media would play a major role in legitimising state 

actions (namely actions from the political-military administration) and, through official 

concessions, hold more power while walking alongside authorised broadcasting. 

The military-bureaucratic nature of LA states created a self-sufficient public 

administration that shunned away most public participation. Favouritism, as exemplified 

above when it came to media concessions, would be commonplace. Once again, civil 

society’s non-participation would feed and be fed by this behaviour. The Catholic 

Church played an essential role in supporting dictatorships, notwithstanding the 

attempted schism of some isolated clergymen and groups. Its position as a source of 

potential social mobilisation made it essential for states to grant it privileges, whether 



official or not. As a relief provider, maintaining social order was in its best interest, as 

well as in the states’. 

 

Authoritarianism in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) 

 

In CEE, authoritarian regimes and the favouring of groups followed a different path. 

After the allied victory in World War II, Moscow was the strongest leader in the region 

and, as such, its policies were strongly enforced. 

Revolutionary ideas would be the basis of initial change – especially when 

contrasted to recent Nazi occupation and its policies. At a later stage, CEE’s official 

political identity would be built upon the differences between East and West and the 

latter’s capitalist behaviour. Whereas both sides (East and West) would increasingly 

define themselves upon such “otherness”, internally, CEE proceeded to the stratification 

of its political elite. 

Unlike most of LA, the spread of different ideologies was stronger in CEE due to a 

larger history of political activism and identity shaping (which was, more often than not, 

directly confrontational). This historically volatile region had stronger roots from many 

social forces that actively participated in political outcomes, such as the Catholic and 

the Eastern Orthodox Church (Chadwick, 1993). Nevertheless, these were seen as 

obstacles to the full achievement of the region’s rising Communist parties in the 

aftermath of WWII, which led to the repression of traditionalist organisations. Whether 

subversion would arise from these groups or not, their perceived insubordinate potential 

was seen as dangerous enough to have their social participation halted. 

Therefore, traditionalist movements were fought against in CEE as the roots of 

social destabilisation; quite the opposite of the LA scenario. In CEE, different elites 

would arise – elites purportedly committed to what was new, to renovation, to new 

thinking and daring. However, national self-determination was not a part of this formula 

as internationalism was the yardstick of classical Marxist thinking, which led to the 

blocking of nativistic movements throughout most of the Cold War. 

One should bear in mind that the first rulers in CEE, from the changing figures of 

Hungary to the long-lasting example of Romania’s Ceauşescu (1974 to 1989), were the 

ruling party’s representative and, by extension, tried to play a paternalistic role towards 

the nation. Though this is not new in authoritarian regimes at all, in socialist Europe the 

party/leaders/nation tripod was strongly enforced as ideology played an essential role, 

which, in non-Socialist countries, is hardly paralleled with any other type of political 

authoritarianism after WWII.  

During the Cold War, the Baltic nations, Ukraine and Belarus suffered since their 

annexation to the Soviet Union and Moscow’s control could be exerted more 

obliviously in the eyes of the international society, since they were a de jure part of the 

Soviet national polity. The early deportations of leaders to the Russian Soviet 

Federative Socialist Republic (RSFSR), such as Estonia’s commander-in-chief Johan 

Laidoner and then president Konstantin Päts in the early 1940’s, exemplified what was 

about to happen to autochthonous ideas from then on (Kirby, 1995). Supreme Soviet 

leaders would then be readily aligned with the Politburo; this would make the military 



elite and leading party members the core IG in all SRs. COI would thus be readily and 

violently addressed as deportations, executions and forced psychiatric treatment would 

be imposed upon dissidents. 

 The countries of Socialist Europe which had not been officially incorporated into 

the USSR would have to deal with a similar control, but their potential for upheaval was 

stronger due to their larger populations and larger geographical distance from Moscow 

(which might have been a good reason to keep them nominally independent). The few 

attempts of increased native political leadership were strongly repelled, such as the 

Hungarian Revolution of 1956 and the Prague Spring in 1968. In both contexts, 

academia would represent a volatile source of either support or opposition; the latter 

characterisation places it as an isolated IG as seen by central authorities. Identifying and 

naming the “other” was the first step towards fighting it, whereas aligning academic 

staff was, for centralistic actors, nothing but another piece of officially-supported 

continuity. 

 

Democratisation in LA 

 

The economic growth many Latin American states experienced during authoritarian 

years was one of the main reasons why it was not massively fought against in many 

countries, such as Brazil. Though opposition had always existed, economic security and 

social welfare were considered the greater good. Countries such as Argentina and 

Uruguay, on the other hand, were more prone to dissidence as political awareness and 

education was considerably more widespread – which also led to increased government 

violence when fighting such groups. 

Legitimacy, however, began to lose momentum as the world’s two superpowers 

started focusing their attention either on their surroundings or on war-prone regions, 

such as the Middle East. Concomitantly, many LA countries had taken but a different 

path towards affirmation on the world stage. Although, more often than not, readily 

aligned with U.S. policies, later leaders (i.e., post-1960’s ones) came to realise that, as 

their powers had been enforced during preceding years, they now held considerable 

autonomy when seeking foreign policy objectives. This way, grouping with “third 

states” would be a feasible – and welcomed – manoeuvre. In internal politics, external 

opening would find a parallel and the draining bureaucracy of the State would give rise 

to popular dissent. 

If one wishes to polarise the conflict between the region’s status quo IGs and non-

status quo ones, one should acknowledge the existence of an ever-present “third” IG: 

the media. Existing through government concessions, they would hardly dare to enable 

political dissent – as their interests would usually walk alongside the governments’. In 

the 1980’s, popular movements began to rise and, unlike many previous political 

antagonism in the region, were not translated into armed guerrilla fights. This gave them 

more legitimacy to the eyes of the non-radical population (the majority) and made it 

harder for authoritarian leaders to accuse them of anti-orderly and disruptive behaviour. 

The growth of opposing IGs was then counterbalanced by the media, which was the last 

resource of the political and economic elite to fight them. During the first democratic 



elections in the region, usually ranging from the 1980’s to the early 1990’s, television’s 

influence was paramount to decide the election of candidates who would not make 

transition so traumatic and, therefore, uphold favouritism (Boas, 2005). From then on, 

leftist groups learned to adapt themselves to such dynamics. If, nowadays, there has 

been much talk and mistrust as to the rise of “leftism” and “populism” in LA, it is still 

due to the current conflict of opinions concerning the media’s view of former dissident 

groups’ rise to power and vice-versa. 

Since democratisation, popular views on politics have not been optimistic 

(LATINOBARÓMETRO, 2008) and constant accusations of government corruption, as 

well as maladministration of public bodies, has reduced popular consonance with the 

post-authoritarian political class. The “naturalness” attributed to political misconducts 

such as bribing and nepotism has led civil society to feel less indignant at them, since 

they have turned out to be a regular part of LA politics and few are the ones who are 

punished. The rise of civil society as a mobilised IG, bound to and an enforcer of law 

and transparency has not yet come about, tending to be dissolved into NGOs, 

neighbourhood movements or minority groups. One must notice that, even during 

authoritarian years, stiff opposition was not based on democratic ideas, but rather on 

guerrilla-like actions (O’Donnell, 1999). This corroborates the notion that fighting 

against the regimes could not grow from constant dissemination of ideas throughout 

society – only through fast and abrupt change. 

 

Democratisation in CEE 

 

More covered by the media and object of deeper studies and opinions, the CEE 

process has been analysed in a passionate way, mostly linked to the fervour of 

supporters and opponents of the Soviet downfall. This was the case, overall, with non-

academic views, which led the world’s public opinion to believe in unstoppable 

progress in the region – and in Russia itself.  

The change was all the more appealing because of its quick pace, such as the 

impressive mobilisation stemming from the Polish elections of 1989. The 

transformation of a centralised view on society into a multifaceted one – at least at the 

official and legal level – demanded a new set of perceptions. As a loose term, “post-

socialism” does not imply the region’s reorganisation into a new common political 

framework – although it does drive CEE countries further away from such nomenclature 

as “central” and “eastern”, besides acknowledging their idiosyncrasies.  

Internally, the negotiation process that took place in many post-socialist countries 

demanded a previous commitment to dialogue. Countries like Estonia, Hungary, Poland 

and Slovenia were less likely to follow nomenklatura-bred regimes, a fact that could be 

derived from fewer historical and cultural connections to Russian politics when 

compared to other CEE countries and, particularly, Central Asian ones. Civil society’s 

commitment to change was readily enforced by the West and followed a geographic 

pattern – countries closer to Western Europe felt free (and endorsed) enough to follow a 

liberalising path. In this context, formerly repressed IGs, such as underground political 



movements, came to light, as well as previously obscured traditional elements, such as 

the Catholic Church (Weigel, 2003). 

The official speech in CEE denied the existence of any anti-state IG as there could 

be only one existing interest – the collective one. Organisations formed by the state (or 

officially sponsored by it), commonly representing a working class, got their supplies 

from the state and were thus obliged to it. Free association was not encouraged – or 

sometimes even allowed – but this started to change in the late 1980’s. The state used to 

play a role of “anti-market force” in CEE during authoritarian years (Ost, 1993); 

however, the prospect of CEE’s inclusion into the EU’s expansion plans in the 

upcoming years (not to mention NATO’s enlargement) drove individuals, groups and 

civil society closer to the Western model of group organisation, retroactively leading 

states to act along. The matter of civic engagement poses a unique problem in the 

region, since it can be linked to Soviet-style “forced volunteering” and requires a 

renewed identification among states, citizens and IGs. Since civil society was born as 

anti-systemic within the context of democratisation (Mati, 2008), the state has yet to 

define a new role for public support and compliance. 

In the region, one could say that socio-political commitment is currently taking 

place towards attaining EU ideals and its changing structures. As CEE countries have 

already become part of, or are in the verge of belonging to, the supranational body, 

autochthonous civil society and its IGs develop according to EU operationality, leaving 

the newborn democratic states in strong need of citizen awareness. 

 

Conclusion 

 

In both cases, there was a gathering of social forces towards democratisation. 

However, tradition played a different role within each scenario. Striving to move away 

from naively nativistic movements, the new forces in LA foresaw political opening as a 

way to find alternative views to nation building. In CEE, though, the search for 

“authentic” roots was opposed to the commonality of the previous state-centred 

“founding myths” – namely that “real” history had only started after socialism was 

implemented. This would lead to a teleology of merging (that communism would join 

each and every nation), quite different from what was being sought by pluralistic IGs at 

the end of the 1980’s on the eve of self-affirmation. 

Confusion of ideas, free deliberation and the spread of information brought by the 

Velvet Revolution and LA’s new democracies walked alongside decreasing 

understanding of national politics. Whereas one cannot seriously consider an existing 

“mass knowledge” of politics during LA’s and CEE’s authoritarian years, there 

certainly used to be more interest in it. In this sense, the identification of IGs became 

more difficult as they had their voice greatly augmented. Notwithstanding the “big 

ones” like the economic elite, the political class and religious institutions, one suddenly 

had to deal with historical claims (indigenous and other ethnic movements), minority 

issues (LGBT’s and women’s demands), language revivals and all the resulting turmoil 

that different social groups with competing social views would bear. 



Democracy would thus resemble both opportunity and chaos. The advent of 

economic neo-liberalism and the celebration of individuality (whose conception could 

be quickly turned into individualism) made interest seem diffuse – either imperceptible 

or continuously spread. On the one hand, CEE would embrace the “opportunity” 

scenario, particularly its Western part: the handling of political and social 

unpredictability (with the overall hope that the democratic process would remain) was 

to pave the way towards integration with the West and all the institutions that 

represented it (EU and NATO, par excellence). In LA, the chaotic feeling would be 

sustained as financial crises and socio-political disorder would be constantly present. 

Disbelief would be quickly on the rise and, although still preferred by most inhabitants, 

LA-style democracy was no longer the answer to social demands. 

When observed by a close body, such as the EU, which is interested in the aftermath 

of political democratisation, success is much more likely. The internationalisation of 

IGs is concomitant with the spread of European political ideals. IGs tend to prefer state 

bureaucracies as a means to address their demands (since they make it much more 

possible for them to be put into force); if we consider the EU as a supranational body, 

national IGs are to follow their countries’ adjustments to supranational bureaucracy – 

i.e., operating nationally with a growing branch of international activity. In order to 

change political outcomes, lobbying has become EU’s common language. From CEE’s 

point of view, particularly from their newborn civil societies, this opened new 

possibilities. As transnational action can make IGs more independent from their 

homeland, be they firms or socio-political movements, EU’s highly institutionalised 

transnationality allows much hope for achievement. 

LA’s scenario poses a more delicate question, since institutional hope is not such a 

big part of IG’s action plans. In South America, particularly in the Southern Cone, 

democratic institutions have been constantly strengthened and special attention must be 

paid to Mercosur and its continuous importance in the reduction of historical bias. The 

same has happened within the Andean Community (CAN), but these cases have 

witnessed a quicker pace of intergovernmental rather than intra-societal development – 

customs unions and free trade areas have developed, but civil society and its 

organisations have not done so harmoniously. Unlike CEE’s IGs, which look to the EU 

as the supreme means for both lobbying and interest validation, LA’s IGs do not regard 

their regional organisations (such as Mercosur and CAN) as a similar tool. The 

Organisation of American States has been sought after for individual suits against states, 

but its use is still scant. 

Thus, international involvement can be essential not only to the development of 

democratic institutions and behaviour (namely the “official” side of democratisation), 

but also to civil society’s organisation in Western-style models. This form is not 

universally valid, however, and adaptations must be made, especially considering that 

IGs’ actions cannot be paralleled to North America’s and Western Europe’s in 

historically different settings. The reduction of harmful practices that are the product of 

corruption has to be encouraged by all interested parties. The changing roles of 

individuals, groups representing them and official institutions which mediate and may 

have the power to certify their actions are in constant need of assessment. Political and 



social will committed to effective change can only be in force when strong support, be it 

internal or external, walks alongside society building, fair representation and open 

dialogue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Notes 

 

 
1
 Cuba is an exception, since single-party rule was effective and, as an anti-American 

bulwark close to U.S. seas, it was an excellent piece of propaganda for the Soviet 

Union, which led to massive investment from Moscow in the island. 

 
2
 Notwithstanding the “planting” of evidence to frame alleged conspirators, this action 

was not new enough to catch people off-guard at this time. 
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